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How many research profiles on different web sites must you make? 
 
Why not one only, and let it redistribute as needed? 
One Ring to 
Control Them All ! 
ResearchGate, Impact Story, ResearcherID, Scopus, WoS 
      MS Academic Search, ACM Digital Library, RePEc, SSRN,  
      and more! 
 Several important pieces now, but we’re not there yet. 
 
 The quest continues: 
1) Input once: 
   - re-use 
   - re-distribute 
   - re-purpose 
 
2) hku tools 
 
3) Academic 
Search Engine 
Optimization 
(ASEO) 
 
Orcs 
 
Today’s Trek 
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HKU Author  ROS  Libraries RID 
(WoS)  Hub 
ROS 
• HKU author 
• Inputs into Research Output System (HKU) 
RID 
• Libraries 
• Create ResearcherID 
• Upload ROS data to ResearcherID 
WoS/RID 
• ResearcherID matches upon WoS 
• Brings citation count into RID 
• RID API 
• Display in the Hub, regular update Hub 
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Middle Earth Orc 
open research & 
contributor ID 
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  香港大學學術庫    -   The HKU Scholars Hub   -   香港大學學術庫    
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1: Many academic articles are not in 
the visible web 
 
• Choose Open Access Publishing 
– Gold, author or funder pays APC to publisher (avg. US$3,000) 
– Green, author or university reposts “author’s manuscript” in open 
access repository  The HKU Scholars Hub 
• Free 
• More than 65% of journal publishers allow this 
 
• OA articles receive more citations 
– How much is a citation worth? 
 
2: Consider relevant (weighting) in 
Page Ranking 
• Title, more than Abstract 
– Abstract 
• Keywords 
– Sub-headings 
» Text more 
• tables & figures 
• Number of citations, including self-citations 
– When self-citing, always include the URL, so that robots can follow 
and index your other articles 
• Author name & Journal Title, are heavily weighted.    
– Ex. 74 out of top 100 results on a search for “Arteriosclerosis and 
thrombosis cure” retrieved articles from the journals, a) 
Arteriosclerosis, Thrombosis, and Vascular Biology”. 
– So choose journal title wisely 
 
3. Consider Indexing 
• Use vector graphics and not raster graphics (jpg, gif, etc) 
 
• Use synonyms 
– Ex. “academic search engine” vs. “scientific paper search 
engine” 
 
• Does do stemming: 
– Ex., “analyse”, “analysis”, etc. 
 
• Shorter titles more than longer titles 
 
• Always, always, use the same form of author name! 
 
4. Choose the best keywords 
• Tools 
– Google Trends 
– Google Insights 
– Google Adwords keyword tool 
– Google Search-based keyword tool 
– Spacky 
 
• Consider less common keywords 
– Less competition 
 
Three Rubgs for the Elven-kings under the sky, 
Seven for the Dwarf-lords in their halls of stone, 
Nine for Mortal Men doomed to die, 
One for the Dark Lord on his dark throne 
In the Land of Mordor where the Shadows lie. 
One Ring to rule them all, One Ring to find them, 
One Ring to bring them all and in the darkness bind them 
In the Land of Mordor where the Shadows lie 
                                                - The Lord of the Rings, J.R.R. Tolkien 
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• Template & design, www.showeet.com 
 
 
 
 
